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"SHIN GODDESS" - An Anime Based on the Elden
Ring IP The "Shin" is an Elden Ring army, and
the "Goddess" is a God within the Elden Ring.
Though they are in the Elden Ring, they are truly
separate. They are representatives of those who
cannot fathom reality, and those who transcend
this reality, and they interact to find a way back
to the time of creation and the creation of
everything else. ◆ Characters ◆ Maine: A young
student who lost her memory and flew to the
Lands Between, and she lost half of her life. She
has several questions to find out what and why.
Trucco: A composer who loves Maine, and who
loved a young Shin God who died more than 20
years ago. Aidan: An ordinary and warm-hearted
person who lost his arms and legs on a mission.
All he wishes for is to be treated like an ordinary
man again. Perdido: A Shin God who has lost a
godly power. It is said that he hates himself, and
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that he wishes for death. Caron: A Shin God who
fights for justice. He is the God of love and
mercy who fights to protect the weak. Persius: A
Shin God who has lost part of his mind. He hates
violence, and wishes to make all the evil
disappear. Djev: A Shin God who loves solitude
and wishes to go into the wilderness again.
Evelyn: A Shin God who protects the Earth. She
loves children and wishes to save them. Delilah:
An Elden Ring who protects all people. She loves
the Elden Ring and wishes to remain with the
Elves. Mikle: An elder Elden Ring who can
distinguish gods and humans. He tries to help
both. The Divine Dragon: An Elden Ring created
by the Shin God Goddess as a deity and sealed
by the Elves. Bak: An Elden Ring who protects
humanity. He is concerned about the humans he
protects, and wishes to live with them. Teralia: A
Shin Goddess who protects people from evil and
is concerned about Tarnished. Nith: The Demon
Goddess who permeates all things. She is a
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spirit who is waiting for the day of death. Ardan:
The Demon Goddess who permeates all things.
She is a spirit who is waiting for the day of
death. ◆ Services

Features Key:
A highly immersive battle system Based on item-based skills that differ from attacks in that they are not
typically chained into an automatic sequence, a system that relies on a player’s own actions allows a very
fluid and exciting feel. In this system, a player’s choices determine the fate of battles.
ZiTO’s unique character growth feature A system that gradually and automatically increases your character’s
abilities and attributes has been made. Not only does it increase the amount of power that you can use, but it
also makes battles an immersive, fun, and exciting experience. Although passive, it also gives a sense of
progression that is not felt in previous games that featured similar abilities.
A custom feature that easily lets you become your character’s truest self Items can be equipped and
manipulated in a variety of ways, while there is no restriction on the character's movements. The freedom
and versatility of this feature mean that you can experience many different possibilities in battle.
An advanced AI system that creates an ever-adapting and seamless battle experience This system provides a
unique AI that can understand situations and act in ways that take advantage of the strengths of your
actions. When you attack an ally, this AI can prioritize that ally, recovering more quickly than opponents.
The 10-player Booster Destruction Battle system lets you decide victory and defeat. The system has a
powerful intuitive UI, and new battle tactics have been added. It also features a new player unlocking system
and battle rewards, and lets you freely cross-link with other players in other locations.
A constant and enjoyable quest experience In addition to the items you can collect and weapon and armor
upgrades that you can obtain through opening the Gate Tarnished, defeating enemies, and collecting items,
rewards and bonuses will be constantly provided, and the number of stages for each quest will increase.
Furthermore, if you proceed in the main story after starting the initial quest, the difficulty will increase.
Development continues, and the game will not be released without the main story being completed.
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